A New Canadian Resource for Saskatchewan's Environmental Science 20 Course

Visualizing the Environment, Canadian Edition focuses on environmental sustainability and teaches students the principles of understanding the biological, physical, and socioeconomic attributes of the environment. It centers on problems that have resulted from human activities, and most importantly looks at a diversity of solutions and actions that can be taken to ensure the future well-being of our Earth.

Focus on Inquiry, Focus on Process, Focus on Doing Supported by State of the Art Visuals

Visualizing the Environment, Canadian Edition follows a fresh approach to Environmental Science. Wiley, in partnership with National Geographic, has created a visually-focused text designed to uniquely address the processing style of today's student by making material accessible and engaging without sacrificing content.

Key Features:

WHAT A SCIENTIST SEES highlights a concept or phenomenon using photos and figures that would stand out to a professional in the field, helping students to develop observational skills.

ENVIRODISCOVERY provides additional topical material about relevant environmental issues.

The illustrated CASE STUDIES that cap off the text sections of each chapter offer a wide variety of in-depth examinations that address important issues in the field of environmental science.
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Wiley is supporting your "No Textbook/Buy Multiple Text" Philosophy by Offering FREE Access to Our Instructor's Companion Site!

Resources Available on The Instructors Companion Site:

✓ **Premier Media Program**: Rich array of media and supplements that incorporate the visuals from the textbook extensively to form a pedagogically cohesive package.

✓ **Videos**: A collection of videos from the award-winning National Geographic Film Collection have been selected to accompany the text.

✓ **PowerPoint Presentations and Image Gallery**: PPTs tailored to the text's coverage and learning objectives. All photos, figures, maps, and other visuals are available online.

✓ **Web Site**: Tutorial Animations on the web developed to visually support the learning of difficult concepts, processes, or theories, many of them built around a specific text feature such as a Process Diagram or other key visual in the chapter.

✓ **Test Bank**: Has approximately 1200 test items, with at least 25 percent incorporating visuals from the book.

Visualizing the Environment, Canadian Edition

Visualizing the Environment, Classroom Resource Pack · 9781118962831 · School Net Price: $499.95
(Resource Pack includes six copies of the Student Resource, and Access Instructions for free usage of entire Instructors Companion Site)

Visualizing the Environment, Teacher Resource Pack · 9781118972984 · School Net Price: $339.95
(Pack includes one copy of the student book valued at $89.95 plus access to Instructors Comp Site valued at $249.95)

Single copy—Visualizing the Environment, Canadian Edition · 9780470157985 · School Net Price: $89.95

To order, contact Wiley Customer Service 1-(800)-567-4797
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